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Analytical writing format

A written proposal always offers to respond to a need with a service, product or project. In order to succeed, a proposal must at the same time inform and convince its public of the qualifications, solution and budget of the proposer. A requested proposal typically provides specific information
that readers request in a specific order and format. An unwanted suggestion sometimes has to convince readers that a need even exists. However, a proposal must have a convincing beginning, middle and end. Tailor each section of your suggestion to briefly provide what your readers
need to know to accept your proposed solution with confidence. Create the front matter of your proposal. Typically, this consists of a letter of transmittal, a title page, a table of contents and a project summary. Your suggestion summary can take the form of a summary of 100 to 300 words or
a page. Start your suggestion with the heading Introduction. Reveal the purpose of your proposal and preview its content. Describe your relationship with your readers or with different sources of information. Briefly describe your solution, especially its benefits, to draw your readers in.
Discuss your proposal's Background. Enter the problem and describe the target group. Show that you have researched the issue well from multiple angles to come up with an audio solution. Clearly state your premises and assumptions and define any basic terms that you use in the
proposal. Describe your Solution. Show your readers why your solution is the best way to address the pressing issue. Discuss the benefits of your solution convincingly, preferably using hard facts and figures to support your claims. Describe the Approach or Methodology with which you will
implement your solution. Include information on how to sequence and manage the work and ensure sufficient manpower and resources to deliver quality scores. Detail a schedule that specifies important milestones and critical checkpoints, and a work plan shows the participation of all
participants through time. List your Qualifications to make your readers comfortable and confident in your abilities. Provide proof that you and your team, if any, have the experience and background to do the job well. Detail a Budget that lists all the resources you need and their
corresponding costs. Calculate the total cost of the endeavor, including labor, materials, equipment, supplies, and so on. Finish with a Conclusion that repeats and highlights the benefits of your solution. Call for approval encouraging, confident and persuasive. Offer to provide additional
information as needed. List your References. Quote the sources you used to develop your proposal. Compile a section Addendum consisting of additional documents that support claims or illustrate statements made in your proposal. These may include spreadsheets, flowcharts, similar
projects or case studies, cVs, white papers and so on. Tips Tips the audience's information needs should drive what should be included or excluded from your proposal. Lead your readers from concern for a question to excitement about your solution. Pre-emanate your cost information with
your reassuring qualifications, and follow it with a recap of your solution's exciting possibilities and benefits. You may not need all of the above sections and may also combine several sections into one. Conversely, you can create new sections to satisfy your readers' needs-to-know. For
example, add a Review of Literature section after Background to describe work that is closely related to your proposal; or, add a Contract section after Qualifications to indicate your contractual assumptions, expectations, or exceptions. Format your suggestion for easy reading. Craft each
paragraph to start or end with your main point, reserving the middle part for details or examples. Make sure that each paragraph is no more than 10 lines long. Italicize or underline key points and use headings and subheadings to help readers locate information quickly. Unless instructed
otherwise, use the entire size of 10 to 12-point fonts. Check your suggestion for spelling and grammar errors. Where possible, get a new set of eyes to review your suggestion before printing and submitting it. Create templates and customize the applicable sections of successful proposals in
future proposals. Verywell / Nusha Ashjaee APA format is the official style of the American Psychological Association. It is used in writing for psychology and other social sciences. These style guidelines set out various aspects of a document's presentation and layout, including how pages
are structured, how references are organized, and how sources are quoted. This format also prescribes the use of an abstract designed to briefly summarize the most important details of a paper. Although sometimes overlooked or just an afterthought, an abstract is an important part of any
academic or professional paper. This short overview serves as a summary of what your paper contains, so it should briefly and accurately represent what your paper is all about and what the reader can expect to find. The abstract is a critical component of an APA-formatted paper. By
following a few simple guidelines, you can create an abstract that follows the format. Done well, generating an abstract interest in your work and helping readers learn if the paper will be of interest to them. The abstract is the other side of a lab report or APA-shaped paper and should
immediately follow the title page. Think of an abstract as a highly condensed summary of your entire paper. The purpose of your abstract is to provide a brief yet thorough overview of your paper. It should work much like your title page—it should allow the person who reads it to quickly
determine what your paper is all about. Your is the first thing that most people will read, and that is usually what informs their decision to read the rest of your paper. It is is is the single most important paragraph in your entire paper, according to the APA Publication Manual. A good abstract
lets the reader know that your paper is worth reading. According to the official guidelines of the American Psychological Association, an abstract should be short, but packed with information. Each sentence must be written with maximum effect in mind. To keep your abstract short, focus on
including just four or five of the essential points, concepts or results. An abstract must also be objective and correct. The summary's purpose is to report rather than provide comments. It should accurately reflect what your paper is all about. Include only information that is also included in the



body on your paper. First, write your entire essay. While the abstract will be at the beginning of your paper, it should be the last section that you write. Once you have completed the final draft of your psychology paper, use it as a guide to write your abstract. Start your abstract on a new
page. Place your running head and page number 2 in the upper right corner. Center the word Abstract at the top of the page. Know your target word count. An abstract should be between 150 and 250 words. Exact word counts vary from journal to journal. If you are writing your essay for a
psychology course, your professor may have specific word requirements, so be sure to ask. The abstract should be written as only one paragraph without indentation. Structure the abstract in the same order as your paper. Start with a brief summary of the introduction, and then proceed
with a summary of the method, results, and discussion sections in your paper. Look at other abstracts in professional journals for examples of how to summarize your paper. Notice the main points that the authors chose to mention in abstract. Use these examples as a guide when choosing
the most important ideas in your own paper. Write a rough draft of your abstract. Use the required format for your paper type (see next section). While you should strive for brevity, be careful not to make your summary too short. Try to write one to two sentences summarizing each section of
your paper. When you have a rough draft, you can edit for length and clarity. Ask a friend to read over the abstract. Sometimes someone looking at your abstract with new eyes can provide perspective and help you spot possible typos and other errors. The format of your abstract also
depends on the type of paper you are writing. For example, an abstract summary of an experimental paper will differ from a meta-analysis or case study. For an experimental report, your abstract should: Identify the problem. In many cases, you should start by specifying the question you
were looking for and your hypothesis. Describe the participants in the study. State how many participants participated and how they were selected. For example: In this study, 215 students were randomly assigned [the experimental or [the control condition]. Describe the study method. For
example, identify whether you used an intra-topics, intermediates, or mixed design. Give the basic results. This is essentially a brief preview of the results of your paper. Give any conclusions or consequences of the study. What can your results indicate, and what directions does it point to
for future research? If your paper is a meta-analysis or literature study, your abstract: Describe the problem of interest. In other words, what is it that you are required to examine in your analysis or review? Explain the criteria used to select the studies included in the thesis. There may be
many different studies devoted to your subject. Your analysis or review probably only looks at some of these studies. For what reason did you choose these specific studies to include in your research? Identify the participants in the studies. Inform the reader about who the participants were
in the studies. Were they students? Older adults? How were they selected and awarded? Give the most important results. Again, this is essentially a quick look at what readers will find when they read your results section. Don't try to include everything. Just give a very brief summary of your
key findings. Describe any conclusions or consequences. What can these results mean and what do they reveal about the body of research found on this particular substance? Psychology papers such as lab reports and APA format articles also often require an abstract. In these cases as
well, the abstract should cover all the main parts of your paper, including an introduction, hypothesis, methods, results and discussion. Remember, although abstract should be placed at the beginning of your paper (right after the title page), you will write the abstract last after you have
completed a final draft of your paper. To ensure that all your APA formatting is correct, consider consulting a copy of the American Psychological Association Publication Manual. The abstract may be very short, but it is so important that the official APA style manual identifies it as the most
important piece in your entire paper. Careful attention to detail can ensure that your abstract does a good job representing the content of your paper. If possible, take your essay to your school's writing lab for help. Thank you for your feedback! What are your worries? Is it valid?
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